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Abstract: In recent years, Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) is growing very fast and is providing a cost effective alternative 

for Voice communication. VoIP over WLAN is poised to become an important Internet application. Since numbers of VoIP 

client over WLAN is increasing at a fast pace, the number of simultaneous VoIP streams supported by IEEE WLAN standard is 

an important area of study. With each VoIP stream typically requiring less than 10kbps, an IEEE802.11b WLAN operated at 

11Mbps could in principle support 550 VoIP sessions, but in practice it provides very few VoIP sessions, typically 8 to 10. 

IEEE 802.11b standard operates in two modes i.e. Distributed Co-ordination Function (DCF) and Point Co-ordination Function 

(PCF). Although, both modes of operation could work for any type of traffic (Data traffic, Real-time Traffic, Video traffic), but 

PCF is more suitable real time traffic (Voice). 

 

The reason for low capacity is the small packet size of VoIP packets and a    large overhead at MAC layer. Many schemes, such 

as PCF, Modified PCF, CSSR, ICF and   MICF have been proposed to reduce polling overhead to enhance call capacity. In this 

paper call capacity performance of PCF, Modified PCF, CSSR, ICF  and MICF have been evaluated  and compared using 

MATLAB simulation.  
 

Index Terms: VoIP, Wireless LAN, IEEE 802.11, DCF, PCF, Capacity, Bandwidth. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

VOIP  over WLAN is becoming a very attractive solution for 

wireless voice communication. It uses the existing packet 

switched data network for transporting the VoIP packets and 

provides a low cost alternative to the traditional telephonic 

system. Wireless LAN standard 802.11 uses two modes for 

wireless channel access. These are Distributed Co-ordination 

function (DCF) [1] and Point Co-ordination Function 

(PCF)[1]. DCF mode is based on random access of channel 

that is best suited for non-real time traffic i.e. bursty traffic 

and PCF mode is based on polling  

 

mechanism that is best suited for real time traffic but most of 

the devices do not support PCF mode. During early years of 

WLAN deployment DCF mode was mostly supported in 

WLAN devices but in recent years the importance of the 

PCF mode is being recognized and now the PCF mode is 

also being supported (for real time traffic)  in new devices 

like Laptop, PDAs. The DCF mode is based on CSMA/CA 

(carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance). The 

timing diagram of DCF scheme is depicted in figure 1. 

 

 
 

 
Figure 1   IEEE 802.11 DCF Scheme 

In the DCF mode [1] control to the access of channel is 

distributed among all the stations. The DCF access method is 

based on the CSMA/CA principle in which host wishing to 

transmit senses the channel, to check if it is free. On finding 

the channel free the host waits for a random amount of time 

(to avoid two hosts starting transmission at the same time.) 

before transmitting. 

In the PCF mode [1] of operation the access of the wireless 

channel is centralized by using polling based protocol 

controlled by the Point Coordinator. The Access points 

generally serve as PCs. The PCF mode provides contention 

free service to the wireless Stations. In PCF mode a frame is 

divided in two parts, contention free period (CFP) and 
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contention period (CF). The PC indicates the start of the 

contention free period by sending a beacon frame that 

contains the list of pollable stations and other polling 

management information. The CFP is repeated after a fixed 

interval. The CFP and CP together constitute a super frame 

whose structure is as shown in figure 2(a). 

 
Figure 2(a) Basic  PCF Mode of operation 

 

 
Figure 2(b)   Flow of signals And data in PCF Mode 

 

As shown in figure 2(b), after sending the Beacon the PC 

starts polling stations one by one in the order indicated in the 

beacon. In CFP, if the PC has a data packet to send to the 

station it sends the polling packet piggybacked on the data 

packet and if the PC does not have any data to send then it 

sends only a polling packet. The polled station responds by 

sending the uplink ACK packet and piggybacks any uplink 

data on the ACK packet. If Polled station does not have data 

to send in the uplink then it just sends a NULL packet in 

response to the poll by PC. In this scheme, some of the 

bandwidth will be used only for Polling and ACK which is 

wasted. Here in figure 2(b) stations P3 and P4 do not have 

any uplink and downlink data, but even then the PC polls 

these stations resulting in wastage of bandwidth. 

 These drawbacks of the basic PCF mode limit the number of 

simultaneous VoIP calls. There are several proposals given 

by various authors, details of which are available in papers 

like Dynamic PCF [11], Adaptive PCF [8], and Modified 

PCF [6], etc which improve call capacity. 

2 MODIfiED PCF 

As illustrated in Figure 3 during the CFP in the Modified 

PCF the channel transmission time comprises two 

transmission periods: the distributed polling protocol period 

(DPPP) and the real-time traffic  downlink period 

(RTDP)[6]. The length of the DPPP and RTDP in the 

Modified PCF is equal to the length of the CFP in the 

standard PCF. Since the CFP interval provided in the 

standard has to be shared between the DPPP and RTDP, 

their length should be equal. 

 

Figure 3 Modified PCF Timing Interval 

However, if the DPPP does not fully use its allocated time, 

the remainder can be lent to the RTDP. The wireless stations 

send real-time traffic during uplink traffic during DPPP and, 

the PC sends real-time traffic during the RTDP. The RTDP 

traffic includes downlink traffic and real-time traffic that is 

relayed by AP from one station to another. In spite of 

sending polling frame to each station, AP creates a polling 

list which is sent in beacon frame to each station. So, each 

station gets their transmission order in beacon frame. The 

main task in MPCF is making polling list. To enter in polling 

list, the station sends an association request to the access 

point during the CP. 

 

Figure 4 MPCF Access Procedure 

To confirm that the station has been added to the polling list, 

the PC returns a polling identification and transmission order 

assignment. Stations that are already in the polling list 

updates with new transmission order after receiving a 

successful association. The channel access procedure of 

MPCF is described in figure 4. It is possible that some 

stations in the polling list are not able to transmit during the 

DPPP because the end of the DPPP period is reached before 

their turn. Therefore, each station in the polling list has to 
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circularly shift its transmission order after it has received the 

contention-free end packet.  These proposals seek to 

overcome the call capacity deficiencies of the PCF mode of 

operation thereby providing capability to the WLAN 

network to accommodate more number of simultaneous 

VoIP calls. One of the proposed techniques introduces a new 

modified multiple access mechanism to improve the capacity 

termed as Isochronous Coordination Function. 

 

3 ICF 

Isochronous Coordination function was introduced to handle 

real time traffic and especially the voice traffic. The voice 

traffic is correlated to some extent and therefore voice data 

of some lost packets can be reconstructed from the other 

received voice packets. For providing acceptable quality of 

the service the lost packet number should be no greater than 

1% of the total number of packets sent by a particular 

station. This characteristic of voice traffic is exploited by the 

ICF technique which trades off delay with packet loss. To 

ensure QoS constraints, it is taken care that no consecutive 

packet loss occurs. The AP initiates an ICF cycle during the 

optional CFP or during CP by sending the ICF poll frame. 

ICF polling frame consist of a status vector (SV). Each VoIP 

node is allocated a polling bit in SV at the time of 

association. After receiving ICF polling frame each station 

checks its bit in status vector and based on the status (0/1) of 

that bit and numbers of zero’s in SV [9] before their bit, 

stations calculate the time slot allotted to them for 

transmission. Due to limited numbers of time slots in an ICF 

cycle, all station may not be polled, so an efficient polling 

list management is implemented by using cyclic polling 

queue [9]. Stations which do not get time slot in ICF cycle 

for transmission, discard their packet. The cyclic polling 

queue management ensures that there will not be too many 

consecutive packet loss. 

  

Figure 5   Isochronous Coordination Function 

4 MODIFIED ICF 

To improve the performance of ICF scheme a Modified ICF 

(MICF) scheme for channel access has been proposed. Here 

the M-M scheme in downlink stream is used. This scheme 

exploits the fact that there is an opportunity with the access 

point to multiplex the download packets from the Different 

downlink STAs and multicast them using a multicast IP 

address. This will reduce the overhead from that of multiple 

VoIP packets to that of a single packet (thereby resulting in 

better bandwidth utilization). Also, this scheme saves the 

time period corresponding to SIFS intervals between the two 

adjacent time slots (for data to be sent in the downlink 

direction). The Modified ICF scheme is as shown in figure 6 

saves large amount of MAC and PHY layer overheads by 

using a single packet rather than multiple packets with their 

individual overheads. Also, the MICF scheme reduces the 

RTP, UDP, IP (combined header size of 40 bytes) header to 

a compressed mini Header of 2 bytes. In the Modified 

scheme, at the start of the ICF cycle, the uplink stations send 

the packets according to the entries in the SV. When all 

uplink transmission is complete, the access point senses the 

channel free for SIFS time interval and then takes the control 

of channel to transmit the downlink voice traffic. 

 

Figure 6 Modified ICF 

5 CAPACITY ANALYSIS 

IEEE 802.11 Capacity Analysis: A constant bit rate (CBR) 

[6] VoIP client generates one VoIP packet every 

packetization interval. Therefore, the numbers of packets that 

can be sent during one packetization interval is the maximum 

numbers of calls that can be supported. The capacity of VoIP 

can be calculated by the following equation: 

Nmax = Tp/ (2Tt) ….. ……………… (1) 

Where Nmax is the maximum numbers of calls, Tp is the 

packetization interval, and Tt is the time for sending one 

packet of voice. The reason for Tt being multiplied by 2 is 

that the voice communication is full duplex. Nmax can be 

higher if we account for the fact that normally we do not 

have voice data in both directions simultaneously. Tp 

depends upon the codec used in the VoIP client. Table I lists 

these values for typical codecs. 
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TABLE I 

Codec Packet  Duration 

(ms)     

Packet   Size 

(Bytes) 

G.711 20 200 

G.729 20 60 

G.723.1           30 64 

GSM 20 73 

5.1 VoIP Capacity of PCF 

To avoid the delay, VoIP station needs to be polled every 

packetization interval, which means CFP cannot be more 

than the packetization interval. Therefore the Nmax is 

maximum numbers of station that can be polled in CFP, 

which can be calculated by following equation: 

Nmax = (TCFP-TB-TCE)/ (2Tp) 

= (TCFP-TB-TCE)/ (2(Tv+TSIFS)) ………..... (2) 

where TCFP, TB, TCE, Tv and TSIFS are the durations of 

contention free period, beacon frame, contention free period 

end frame, transmission time for voice packet and SIFS 

period respectively. Ordinarily, in voice communication 

uplink and downlink stations do not transmit voice packet 

simultaneously. Therefore, polling the STA for uplink data in 

the frame in which downlink data for that STA is transmitted 

is not an efficient method of polling as it will result in 

unnecessary polls. So, CFP is further divided into uplink 

transmission period and downlink transmission period. In 

uplink period, CF-Pollable STAs are polled according to the 

polling list management scheme implemented in AP.  

TABLE II 

IEEE 802.11b Parameters Values 

Data Rates for Data Packets 11Mbps 

Data Rates for Control packets and PHY 1Mbps 

overheads 

MAC layer Overheads 34 Bytes 

PHY layer overheads 24 Bytes 

Transmission Time for TB 744µs 

Tx Time for Null Frame 464µs 

Tx Time for Polling Frame 464µs 

Tx Time for CF End Frame 352µs 

Tx Time for payload (Tv) 609.45µs 

CFP Contention Free Period 15ms-19ms 

SIFS Interval 10µs 

Slot Time Interval 20µs 

Probability of ON Period 0.43 

Probability of OFF Period 0.57 

The parameter values listed in Table II, are for the G.711 

codec, with voice traffic modeled as markov bi-state [7]. 

If assigned uplink transmission period is not fully utilized by 

the stations in the uplink polling list, the remaining duration 

is utilized to send downlink voice data to STAs which do not 

appear in the downlink polling list. Downlink traffic is 

transmitted using FIFO mode. Therefore Nmax can be 

calculated using following equation: 

Nmax=(0.5(TCFP-TB-TCE))/(Tv+TP+2TSIFS) ……….(3)  

Here, Tp is transmission time for polling frame. 

5.2   VoIP Capacity of ICF 

If we compare the time required for sending the voice traffic 

and polling frame, it becomes apparent that polling each 

STA individually constitutes a very large overhead. This 

procedure becomes even more inefficient when some of the 

stations do not have voice packet to send (here a polling 

frame is sent and a NULL frame is sent as response, either of 

these packets does not carry any useful traffic). Calculation 

shows that only one additional STA can be polled when 

three STAs do not have voice traffic to transmit. 

In ICF mode, the transmission order of every STA is decided 

by the access point at the time of association. AP transmits 

the status vector in the Beacon frame and the STAs use this 

information to obtain their position in the transmission order. 

Using figure 5 we can easily obtain Nmax as follows: 
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Nmax = (TCFP-TB-TCE)/(Tv+TSIFS)  ……………..(4) 

6.   SIMULATION RESULTS 

This section presents some simulation results to compare the 

ICF with the existing basic PCF, and MPCF schemes. Using 

the information provided in tables and equations in the 

previous sections, the call capacity (number of simultaneous 

voice calls) has been calculated. Figure 7 & 8 shows a 

comparison between basic PCF, CSSR, MPCF, ICF and 

MICF. In this simulation, the CFP is taken as 15 ms and 

frame repetition interval as 20 ms. Figure 7 & 8 represents 

loss ratio as a function of number of simultaneous voice 

calls. As is evident from the plot, the MICF scheme has the 

lowest loss ratio for a given number of simultaneous calls. A 

more important measure of the efficacy of scheme is the 

number of simultaneous calls while maintaining the QoS 

requirement. Generally, a loss ratio of less than 0.01 results 

in acceptable QoS. For this loss ratio MICF can support 

more number of simultaneous calls as compared to MPCF 

and ICF. Table III lists the call capacity of the various 

schemes for different values of CFP interval.   

    

TABLE III 

CFP Nmax  (Simulated) 

 PCF CSSR MPCF ICF MICF 

15 ms 6 8 19 41 44 

18 ms 7 8 26 43 47 

                        

 
Figure 7 Comparison of PCF, CSSR, MPCF, ICF and MICF 

at CFP=15ms 

 

Figure 8. Comparison of PCF, CSSR, MPCF, ICF and MICF 

at CFP=18ms 

 

Figure 9  No. of calls at cfp =18ms 

7.   CONCLUSIONS 

 In this paper we have measured the performance of the PCF, 

Modified PCF,CSSR, ICF and MICF  by analyzing the 

number of supportable stations in voice traffic, and 

comparing it. The simulation  results shows that the MICF 

can support a much higher number of wireless stations than 

that of the standard PCF, Modified PCF and ICF. This has 

been widely used in VoIP. This indicates that the channel 

utilization of the MICF is significantly better than the 

standard PCF, Modified PCF and ICF. 
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